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EXQUISITE EXHIBIT
DHA Designs celebrates 30th anniversary with ultimate darc award!

DARC AWARDS / ARCHITECTURAL WINNERS • DARC NIGHT INSTALLATIONS
APPLELEC OLED REVIEWED • PLDC & IALD ENLIGHTEN EUROPE ROUND UPS

PRODUCTS

New Products

We take a closer look at some of the new
lighting products hitting the market.

Flex Tube Pixel SE
Acclaim Lighting
Flex Tube Pixel SE is a flexible, side-emitting
LED strip that features RGB control of every
3.27-inch section for virtually any exterior
or interior lighting application. IP68-rated
and submersible to three feet, Flex Tube
Pixel SE has a highly durable, impactresistant, PVC body that can be ordered
to length to suit project requirements
for customised lighting applications. Flex
Tube Pixel SE provides a 160-degree beam
angle, operates off of 24-volt DC power
and produces 90 lumens per foot.
www.acclaimlighting.com

Omnia Series
Nexoluce
The Omnia series by Nexoluce features
uplights, downlights and projectors that
are able to supply up to 24W, with a sleek
body starting from 10.8cm in diameter and
7.5cm in depth. The COB version of Omnia
hosts a new generation of Bridgelux LED
and reaches 160lm/w with a variation of
narrow, medium, wide and asymmetric
optical systems. The other option of the
product hosts CREE Power LEDs PCB with
either three or nine units. The light beam
angle ranges from 3.5 to 86 degrees.
www.nexoluce.com

Krane
Arcluce
Krane combines unique and innovative
design to solidity and elegance. It is
available for pole installation in single or
double application, both provided with
a linear soft optic for high visual comfort
without glare and no light pollution. In
an elegant and solid extruded aluminium
body, Krane finds its natural position in the
most modern urban areas, it is the ideal
solution for lighting business districts, new
town squares and prestigious parks.
www.arcluce.it

Slash
unonovesette
Slash is designed for outdoor in-ground
or surface mounted applications. It is
available with different optics including
wall washing and wall grazing. The internal
optical system is tiltable +/- 20° from the
outside of the fixture with a dedicated
knob to minimise light pollution and
optimise the light effect. Glare control is
further enhanced by the unique linear antiglare louvre, which is especially designed
for wall washing and grazing applications
providing exceptional uniformity.
www.unonovesette.it

Spot Vario
LEDVANCE
The Spot Vario provides the ultimate
flexibility in retail lighting installations. This
recessed spotlight can be used as a classic
downlight or as a wall washer. As a result,
retailers can reconfigure their installation
according to need, using accent or general
lighting to illuminate temporary displays
and promotions to best effect. Spot Vario is
easy to install because it is connected to an
external driver with a bayonet connection.
The luminaire and the ECG can therefore
be easily separated to allow DALI or DIM
devices to be connected.
www.ledvance.co.uk

DIALux evo 8.1
DIAL
With DIALux evo 8.1 DIAL has developed a
new version of its lighting design software,
which is now available for download free
of charge. With this update the software
is not only faster but also offers many
new features, which make the user’s work
easier. Among the new features are a
help function, an assistant for importing
DWG plans and documentation for zones
extending over several floors.
www.dial.de
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